OFFICIAL FILM SELECTION
Film Title (run time) Director, Origin City, State Country Briefest Synopsis
Screening Key: Day/Time Screening Begins/Screening Room,
Example: TH/7PM/RR would screen Thursday, Sept 22, 2016 at 7:00PM in the Red Room.
Screening Rooms are noted as RR-Red Room, YR-Yellow Room, GR-Green Room and BRBlue Room
All Your Favorite Shows (5m) Danny
Madden, Los Angeles, CA USA After he
steals the family tablet, a young boy's
imagination goes wild as movies and tv
shows merge with reality. FRI/3:30PM/YR

#BeRobin The Movie (41m) Kurt
Weitzmann, San Francisco, CA USA A
documentary about Margaret Cho’s
homeless outreach campaign inspired by
the philanthropy of Robin Williams.
SAT/12:45PM/YR
Amateurs (18m) Andrei Sporei, Van Nuys,
CA USA Have you come to become a
master of your own destiny?
SAT/4:15PM/YR

Age of Kaos (25m) Tim Larson, Erie, PA
USA Now is all we ever have.
SAT/12PM/RR
Asturias, A Personal Voyage (6m) Manel
Cebrian, Terrassa, Barcelona, Spain A
timelapse exploring the diversity of
landscapes and cities of the Asturian
geography. SAT/4:30PM/GR

All Our Sins Remembered (8m) Amy K.
W. Heil, Mosier, OR USA In a Film Noir
version of the 'To Be or Not To Be' scene
from Shakespeare's 'Hamlet', our lovers
meet over drinks to confront the demise of
their illicit affair. SUN/2:00PM/RR
Backroad (33m) Hiroya Taka, Mitaka,
Tokyo, Japan A high school junior, decides
to look for an answer. FRI/7:15PM/GR

Bourbon on the Guns (4m) Matthew
Tanner, Orange, CA USA A man reflects on
the final moments before being escorted
into the afterlife via train. SAT/2:30PM/GR

Bear with Us (95m) William J. Stribling,
West Hollywood, CA USA When a guy
attempts to propose to his girlfriend in the
most romantic way possible, his meticulous
plan start to fall apart when a ravenous bear
stumbles upon their charming cabin in the Cage (4m) Pengpeng Du, Queens, NY USA
woods. A comedy of errors that takes a Life is liberty in a cage. SAT/2:30PM/GR
close look at just how far we'll go to
preserve our relationships. SAT/7PM/RR

Call, The (22m) Quavondo Nguyen, Los
Big Raincheck, The (84m) Walter Reuben, Angeles, CA USA A single girl's life is
Los Angeles, CA USA A movie shot in 1981 changed by an unexpected visitor.
is abandoned -- unfinished -- only to be FRI/2:30PM/GR
discovered decades later. With the original
script lost, and most of the actors dead from
the ravages of the AIDS epidemic, the
director resolves to finish it anyway.
SUN/2PM/RR

Casa Chapi - A Chance to be a Child (8m)
Mike Safley, Hillsboro, OR USA Casa Chapi
Children's Village was founded with the
underprivileged children of Peruvian alpaca
farmers in mind. This is a story of hope that
Bottom in De Road (50m) Oyetayo connects alpaca breeders from Oregon
Raymond Ojoade & Sharon Syriac, (and around the world) with the children of
Flanagin Town, Trinidad & Tobago A Peru. SAT/12:45PM/YR
humorous exploration of the Caribbean
male’s attempt at the cultural fascination
with Bottom Power. FRI/2:15PM/BR
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Century Boulevard (22m) David Tracy, Los
Angeles, CA USA Snapshots of a young
man's life and relationships in LA.
SAT/12PM/RR

Companion (16m) Andrew Crabtree, Los
Angeles, CA USA In the Northern California
wild, Jody sets out on a dangerous
adventure in order to connect with her
fiance who died hiking the very same trail.
Chelsea International (17m) Paul Adelizzi, SAT/2:30PM/GR
New York, NY USA An art student struggles
to gain acceptance until he takes matters
into his own hands. SAT/4:15PM/YR

Curious Encounter, A (4m) Victor Morales,
Santiago, Chile A young man from modern
times has a curious encounter with a man
Cold War Christmas (5m) Emma Penaz from the early 20th Century.
Eisner, San Francisco, CA USA In 1970s FRI/7:30PM/YR
America, an Eastern Bloc immigrant family
lovingly celebrates a beautiful Christmas
Eve...but is all calm and bright? Made using
analogue and digital equipment with Super
8 film from 1971, this non-fiction
experimental work is an immersive collage
of image, sound, and silence that evokes
the defector's experience of displacement
during the Cold War era. FRI/7:30PM/YR
Coming to Terms (12m) David Bertran,
Studio City, CA USA With their religious
father’s passing, Eddie and Sally try their
best to understand the concept of death.
When life in Heaven seems ideal, they
make a decision that nobody could have
expected. SAT/2:15PM/YR

Dark Harvest (87m) James Hutson,
Vancouver, BC Canada A marijuana grower
is forced to partner with a suspended
narcotics investigator to solve a murder on
the eve of marijuana legalization.
FRI/9PM/RR
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Date Stories (11m) Heather Pilder Olson,
Seattle, WA USA First dates can go terribly
wrong. Sometimes it takes lifetimes to
finally get things right. Date Stories explores
the themes of true love, reincarnation, and
human evolution. FRI/4PM/RR

Esteem Coach, The (7m) Robert David
Duncan, Vancouver, BC Canada Two selfhelp con artists play a slightly sinister game
with the happiest man. SAT/2:30PM/GR

Dead Mall (5m) Dustin Morrow, Portland,
OR USA A haunting meditation on a time
when the American perspectives on
consumerism and capitalism were vastly
different than they are today. Dead Mall
evocatively floats through the kitsch design,
cheesy floor tiling, lilting muzak, empty
parking lots, indifferent clerks, shuttered
storefronts, soft light and neon letters, glass
and plastic and worn carpet, and tiny momn-pop businesses that have replaced major
chain outlets. SAT/12:45PM/YR

Extra Time, La Prorroga (14m) Fernando
Villena, Spain My mother says it's better to
run ahead than back, because running
away makes you faster. SAT/2:30PM/GR

Fairy, The (6m) Colin Delehanty, Palo Alto,
CA USA What happens when a woman
takes a long morning walk in her Northern
Democracy in the Driver's Seat (8m) Gail California town? Magic. That's what. True
Gilbert A thought provoking exploration of story. FRI/7:30PM/YR
the democratic system. FRI/2:15PM/BR

End of Blessings, The (10m) John Rice,
Pittsburgh, PA USA 'Count your blessings,'
yet we often don't know we're being blessed
until those blessings end. SAT/2:30PM/GR

Falling Flat (36m) Joel Michalak, Glendale,
CA USA A comedy about an indie rock band
in the LA music scene trying to rebuild their
band after two of the founding members
quit. FRI/3:30PM/YR

Entity, The (9m) Mauricio Perez, Chula
Vista, CA USA Benjamin wakes up one
night to discover that the person he sought
comfort in is becoming the source of a very
confusing nightmare. FRI/5:30PM/YR

First Aid "Primeiros Socorros" (9m) Aline
Rezende, Rio de Jainero, RJ Brazil The
paths of a boy and a young female doctor
intersect when, after being shot during a
crime, kidnapping and forcing her to take
care of him. FRI/5:30PM/YR

Garage 2.0 (90m) Catherine Van Campen,
Amsterdam, Netherlands Gert is the owner
of a family run car dealership and is
determined to make the business the best it
can be. The cars represent the people of
the dealership in many ways, both positive
and negative. SAT/12:30PM/GR

Focus On Mexico (6m) Olivia M Orozco,
Tujunga, CA USA Three dance artists, from
Director to choreographer to dancer, share
their unique perspectives on Mexican dance
culture. FRI/7PM/RR

Goodbye, My Big Cat (12m) Oates Wu,
Los Angeles, CA USA Harry, a young
Chinese man travels to America in attempt
to reunite with his first lover, Sam. Harry
and Sam met a year prior during an
exchange in China and Harry hopes to
relive the love and intimacy they once
Fog (13m) Chelsea Woods, Los Angeles, shared. FRI/7:30PM/YR
CA USA While preparing for her daughter's
return home from college, Valerie, a
successful African-American lawyer,
struggles with deteriorating mental health
and begins hallucinating her life as a 90s
sitcom. SAT/12PM/RR

Got This (16m) Susan Barry, Hoboken, NJ
USA When beloved Bugsy goes missing at
the worst possible moment, Hope and Jack
are at loose ends. Make way for Cat Patrol:
the day may yet be saved! SAT/4:15PM/YR
Fruit of the Dogs (15m) Sam Wohl, Los
Angeles, CA USA Lance Arneson, a
fledgeling artist who makes small sculptures
exclusively out of fresh dog feces, seeks to
make a name for himself in the art world.
When another artist who uses the same
medium appears, ArnesonÕs livelihood and
ideals are challenged. SAT/4:15PM/YR

Happy Birthday Mr Quarantino (3m)
Shailla Quadra, Sydney, NSW Australia
Umaira is very determined to steal the heart
Mr Quarantino and his team in order to
score a role in his next big film.
FRI/2:30PM/GR
Hey (3m) Derek Krantz & John Clavier, Los
Angeles, CA USA "I don't get it...But I don't
want to seem like an old, irrelevant racist."
SAT/7:15PM/YR

In the Path of My Father (15m) Ra Wright,
Washington DC, USA A deeply-personal
story of two brothers growing up in DC
without their father, and how relationships
with their family, peers, community leaders
and the arts have helped them cope and
build new beginnings on their road to
adulthood. FRI/7:15PM/GR
Hollywood Shorties, The (85m) Ryan
Steven Green, Los Angeles, CA USA The
birth of organized sports in the American
dwarf community. Beginning in the 1950s
and rising to prominence in the 1980s, the
Hollywood Shorties were a basketball team,
the first of their kind and unique in the
history of dwarf athletics. Formed from an
insular community of recognizable-buttypecast actors, the team began simply as a
rare outlet for little people to gather publicly,
filling a niche in entertainment, inspiringly
told by original members. FRI/7PM/RR
Honk (5m) Simon Paraire, Los Angeles,
CA USA Journey of a man through a
trackline. FRI/9:15PM/GR

It Also Follows (5m) Dale Allen, Jeff
Feazell, Leah Knauer, Ryan Timmreck, &
Lindsay Weglarz, Los Angeles, CA USA A
woman falls in love with her STD.
SAT/7:15PM/YR

Itching, The (15m) Dianne Bellino, Astoria,
NY USA In this handmade collaboration, a
I have to Poop (2m) Wally Chung, shy wolf tries to connect with a group of hip,
Brooklyn, NY USA A man has to relieve party-loving bunnies, but finds her body in
revolt. SAT/7PM/RR
himself SAT/7:15PM/YR

If I Had A Piano (I'd Play You The Blues)
(6m) Stephanie Gardner, Emmaus, PA USA
A couple illicitly parked in the streets of
Jackson Heights, Queens is swept into their
imaginations and shown a dream-like world
as if they were together as lovers without
inhibition. FRI/7:30PM/YR

Jon Van Ness: Actor On The Brink (5m)
Barry Kivel, Pacific Palisades, CA USA In a
candid conversation actor Jon Van Ness
talks about his ups and downs in Hollywood
and how he became such a well known bad
boy celebrity. But is he telling the truth?
SAT/4PM/RR

Last Day on Earth (17m) SangJin Ko, New
York, NY USA/Seoul, South Korea A man
who was buried in a gold mine ninety years
ago comes back home to spend his last day
on Earth. He struggles to accomplish his
final mission of stopping a professor from
proving the Higgs boson particle exists.
SAT/4:15PM/YR

Last Dream of Sinister and Dexter, The
(8m) Emma Penaz Eisner, San Francisco,
CA USA There was a catastrophe, and
everyone else is gone. Soon, the Earth
itself will disintegrate. What will the last
eyes in the world--human, animal, alien, or
mechanical--see in their last minutes? What
would the last mind in the world dream?
This experimental work of urban still life,
filmed in San Francisco, imagines this
vision, the last dream of oculus sinister and
oculus dexter. SAT/7:15PM/YR

Les Cloÿs (10m) Julia Hechler, Seattle,
WA USA/France Four young men in Paris
speak their own version of French that
brings them closer together, even as they
feel separated from the rest of Parisian
society. SAT/2:15PM/YR

Let's Catch a Movie (1m) Emma Penaz
Eisner, San Francisco, CA USA When
everyone in town scrambles to catch a
movie, she desperately reels away! Zippy
and colorful, this animated comedy
introduces a host of zany characters. SAT/
2PM/RR

Life Gamble, The (13m) Walker Haynes,
Redondo Beach, CA USA An athlete
gambles with his life jumping over the Berlin
wall to defect to the West where he finds
himself gambling with other people’s lives.
SAT/2:15PM/YR
Last Night (9m) Katy Lueck, New York, NY
USA One young woman's peaceful face-off
with depression, suicide and pregnancy.
SAT/2:15PM/YR
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chronicling of artist Laurie LiptonÕs life and
prolific body of work spanning over fifty
years. With millions of tiny strokes of her
humble pencil, her haunted images seek
answers to some of the most uncomfortable
themes in our culture. But what compels her
to live a life of isolation drawing is neither
black nor white. FRI/4:15PM/BR
Like Hope (13m) Oates Wu, Los Angeles,
CA USA When Harry, a foreign exchange
student confesses his love to his good
friend and is rebuffed, he becomes stuck,
frozen in the moment when he felt pangs of
hope. FRI/9PM/RR
Little Nosh a Little Talk, A (8m) Robert
Fort, OR USA A sisterhood with an appetite
for life. FRI/2:30PM/GR
Making Baby (8m) Jonathan Bower,
Toronto, ON Canada A cash strapped
Lonely Lil (39m) Ri Versteegh, Los couple trying to have a baby reluctantly turn
Angeles, CA USA The social interactions to a a surrogate. FRI/7:15PM/GR
and misunderstandings of Lonely Lil.
FRI/3:30PM/YR

Longing (20m) Nadav Mishali, Ofakim,
Israel Every month Michal dips herself in
the Mikveh as part of a religious ritual that
allows her to have sexual relations with her
husband. The long-awaited night arrives,
but her husband's absence, and
deterioration in their intimacy, evokes
suspicions. FRI/7:15PM/GR

More Than Just Parks | Redwood (4m)
Jim Pattiz & Will Pattiz Exploring Redwood
National Parks, home to the tallest trees,
the Redwood feature magical forests, miles
of spectacular beaches, stunning overlooks,
and the largest herd of Roosevelt elk in the
world. SAT/4:30PM/GR

Mothers of the Desert (29m) Matthew
Aughtry, Los Angeles, CA USA During a
dust storm, a group of fourth century nuns
Love Bite: Laurie Lipton and her traveling through the desert near Bethlehem
disturbing black & white drawings (34m) encounter a dangerous stranger with a
James Scott, Brighton, East Sussex UK A mysterious past. FRI/7:30PM/YR

Nude (19m) Greeley Wells, Jacksonville,
OR USA A discussion between artists about
the nude figure. The conversation ranges
from inspirational muse to societal taboos
and religion as well as the artistÕs unique
relationship with the form. FRI/2PM/RR
Offshore Caller, The (5m) Walter DuRant,
Orange, CA USA Miscommunication results
in an offshore call going from bad to worse.
Murder Files: The Rehearsal Space Cold FRI/2:30PM/GR
Case (7m) Ryan Kelly & Andrew Heder, Los
Angeles, CA USA A plate of ribs, a Oliver's Landing (8m) Eugenio Juarez,
rehearsal gone wrong, a gruesome murder. Atlanta, GA USA Spin, spin for your life.
Who is the killer? A trail of convoluted clues FRI/2:30PM/GR
is all we have left. SAT/7:15PM/YR
Oregon's Oak: A Vanishing Legacy (8m)
Nathan East: For The Record (85m) Chris Alex Huebsch, Portland, OR USA Oregon
Gero Introducing one of the most influential White Oak and the Oak communities you
bass players in modern music recorded his find in the Willamette Valley are one of the
debut solo album last year. Nathan's three most imperiled ecosystems in the entire US.
decade plus career is also explored from To d a y, m o r e t h a n 9 5 % o f t h o s e
when he hit the road age 16 with Barry communities are gone, making it important
White, to his session and touring work that we protect them. SAT/4:30PM/GR
across musical genres and membership in
a legendary jazz quartet. FRI/9:15PM/GR
Orientation Center for the Unseen (2m)
Nightmare, The (13m) Mauricio Perez, Team Magnus Effect, Redmond, WA USA
Chula Vista, CA USA A visual exploration of An aspiring journalist for the newspaper, is
the phenomenon known as, sleep paralysis. going through a period of physical change
called ''Ooberty''. FRI/2:30PM/GR
FRI/5:30PM/YR

No End (6m) Josephine Massarella,
Hamilton, ON Canada A lyrical journey that
explores the intersection of interconnectivity
and lived experience. inspired by a poem.
SAT/2:30PM/GR

Our Local Epic (47m) William Taggart,
Jackson, WY USA Follow the story of this
amazing river from the flight of the Nez
Perce to the adventures of modern day
explorers, as kayaking led to conservation
and the Clarks Fork was saved from
damnation as WyomingÕs first Wild & Scenic
River. SAT/4:30PM/GR

Painted Hills (6m) Kurtis Hough, Portland,
OR USA A sculptural and painterly look at
the geometry of geology. The pyramid, with
its sturdy foundation pointing infinitely up, is
one of our first attempts of representing a
higher self, transfiguring nature to be more
like our minds. SAT/4:30PM/GR

Positive (22m) Paul Merryman, Los
Angeles, CA USA When an unfaithful
husband learns that he's HIV positive, he
backtracks through his affairs to discover
the origin of his infection. SAT/12PM/RR

Present Moment (8m) Aimie Vallat & Noah
Dassel, Seattle, WA USA A celebration of
Pilgrim, The (62m) Pawel Jozwiak-Rodan, living life well - despite whatever health
Poland A story about Roman’s turbulent life, challenges one might face. FRI/4:15PM/BR
from med school dropout to Singaporean
smuggler, to Polish businessman to arrest
and incarceration. The film meets him after
release, having become a writer and on a
mission to walk from Poland to Moscow and
back. FRI/4:15PM/BR

Queen, The (14m) Hugo Teugels, Heverlee,
Belgium A mysterious encounter in
Manhattan unveils that something is not
right. SAT/12:30PM/GR
Plow Plant Reap (13m) Marta Renzi,
Nyack, NY USA An all-female community
comes together, joins in a baptism and a
roundelay, all against a majestic landscape
of rolling farmland. Arriving and leaving like
sun and shadow, Plant Plow Reap
celebrates the joy and order that culminate
in harvest. SAT/4:30PM/GR

Rea (3m) Adriana Uriguen Garcia,
Redmond, WA USA Rea has always been
the woman they wanted her to be but this
time she's had enough; she's about to
discover if her fear is bigger than her will to
decide her own future. SAT/2:30PM/GR
Relatively Screwed (5m) Mark Datuin,
Toronto, ON Canada After committing a
dishonorable act, Espen confides in Colin, a
stranger. SAT/12:30PM/GR

River (10m) Stephanie Maxwell, Fairport,
NY USA A meditation on the beautiful,
infinitely changing dance of water and light
in a river. SAT/12:45PM/YR

Rendezvous (8m) Roger Strong, Prairie
Village, KS USA Sparked by a yearning to
reconnect with his late love, a ninety-yearold man searches through a home filled
with memories to find what he hopes will
bring her back to him. FRI/7:15PM/GR
Scatter Bolt (7m) Jordan Dove A wealthy
hiker discovers a UFO at the Superstition
Mountain, and the alien tracks her back to
her house. FRI/2:30PM/GR
Screenwriter in The Restroom, The (15m)
Dandelion Lin, San Francisco, CA USA A
screenwriter, eager for success, eaves
drops on bathroom gossip. FRI/2:30PM/GR
Search Engines (95m) Russell Brown, Los
Angeles, CA USA Sanity is put to the test
Resting Places: A Ballet Film (9m) Adam when mysterious circumstances force a
E. Stone, Carbondale, IL USA When we family to survive Thanksgiving without cell
stop believing in our dreams, we die.
phones. FRI/7:45PM/BR
SAT/4:30PM/GR

Reunion (12m) Carlton Winston,
Vancouver, WA USA A couple meet for five
days in a park, she's researching and he's
thinking she is looking up an old flame.
FRI/2:30PM/GR

She Came From the Woods, Nighean na
Coille (22m) Natalie Ulman & Sunny
Moodie A futuristic Celtic fairytale. In a
world where people have left the cities and
abandoned the use of electricity a family
begins to learn Gaelic, the language of their
ancestors. Conflict arises when a
mysterious girl from the woods comes into
their lives. FRI/7:30PM/YR
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Slippage (28m) Jason Kaufman, Dayton,
OH USA The struggle to exorcise a painful
memory often happens in a single moment.
FRI/2:30PM/GR

Shoshannah's Skateboard (14m) Kate
Ascott-Evans, London, UK A determined
teen girl sneaks out of her strict orthodox
Jewish community with one goal: to
become a YouTube skateboard star.
SAT/2:15PM/YR
Small Change (5m) Simon Spykerman,
Camas, WA USA A businessman who has
to choose between feeding a meter and
giving his spare change to a homeless man.
A story about human kindness and how
sometimes doing the right thing pays
forward. SAT/2:30PM/GR

Sirena (8m) Robin Bisio, Santa Barbara,
CA USA A dance short that speaks to the
bird beauty of a dancer who haunts a
particular stretch of beach. Beyond words
or knowing, there is breath and wave and
meaning that accrues in stones, a potent
recipe for intoxication by air and sea. Stop Small Talk (7m) Hilary Fitzgerald Campbell,
your ears with sweet wax if you encounter Brooklyn, NY/Sonoma, CA USA Movies
this elusive siren on the coast. TH/7PM/RR don't always go as planned, but no matter
what people talk. A young woman returns to
her hometown neighborhood to make a film.
FRI/7:15PM/GR

Sky Over Berlin of My Childhood, The
( 1 0 m ) B a k h t i y a r I s l a m o v, A l m a t y,
Kazakhstan A metaphor of the lost
generation born in the post Soviet area
between 1980-1990. The images of the film
are memories of the young people who
passed through the collapse of the empire.
FRI/7:30PM/YR

Sonnet 134 (3m) Edward Shieh, Brooklyn,
NY USA Shakespeare's Sonnet 134
through the eyes of a conflicted mother who
must repay a debt to a childless mother-inwaiting. SAT/2:30PM/GR

Starry Night (20m) Paxton Farrar, Seattle,
WA USA A love of the cosmos, the beautiful
landscapes and small town Americana tied
together in a character: a young woman,
trying to escape the small town to pursue
her passion. SAT/12PM/RR
Steak to the Heart (2m) Kelsey Canaga,
Redmond, WA USA A werewolf and a
vampire struggle with their insecurities on
Sorry For Coming (8m) Mark Datuin, an awkward first date. FRI/2:30PM/GR
Toronto, ON Canada Kendal’s first day on
the job proves that she is no stranger to
breaking the rules. SAT/2:30PM/GR

Sustainable (96m) Matt Wechsler & Annie
Speicher, Evanston, IL USA Investigating
America's impending food crisis around
water and soil, our two most important
resources in agriculture, and how factory
farming is threatening their vitality.
TH/7PM/RR

Soul of a Tree, The (17m) Mari Walker, Los
Angeles, CA USA World famous
woodworker George Nakashima's path
crosses with a man in Eden, Idaho named
Bill Vaughn: once when George was
interned during World War II and again Syncretic Noise (5m) Stephen Bullen,
decades later. SAT/4PM/RR
Rochester, NY USA A man dances in a
battle with itself. SAT/4:30PM/GR

Sparrow Duet (4m) Steve Socki, Chicago,
IL USA A series of abstract shapes and
Te l e p h o n e ( 1 2 m ) C a l i n C o s t i a n ,
textures dance together. SAT/4:30PM/GR
Richardson, TX USA A woman awaiting her
lover receives a call from her husband
revealing his identity as a CIA agent, and
learns of a hitman approaching her house.
Revenge is human, forgiveness is divine.
FRI/5:30PM/YR
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This is Not a Love Song (10m) Ursula
E l l i s , N e w Yo r k , N Y U S A I n t h i s
expressionistic coming-of-age film, two selfalienated teenage girls with a Wikipediabased understanding of punk rock music
attend their first live show with some
unexpected and potentially long-lasting
consequences. FRI/3:30PM/YR
Tiktok Tiktok (73m) Shomshuklla, Mumbai,
Maharashtra, India In a dream, the lovers
met. They loved and then departed. Rohan
Kapoor is a restaurateur who, once
heartbroken, is searching for love to heal.
Mia is a fashion journalist looking for a good
interview to help her get recognized. Their
meeting was brief, the passion electric, the
moments a memory. FRI/4PM/RR

Trend (2m) Hao-Wei ÒBruteSeaÓ Wu, Taipei,
Taiwan In the Great Digital Era, the mobile
device digitizes every dimension of human
behavior through a firmware that surpasses
the utmost capacity human intellect can
carry. Yet, the Mankind stays phubbing like
an overdosed addict who keeps feeding
never-ending data, worsened the deviation
of human behavior. FRI/7:45PM/BR

Twin Bed (14m) Raymond Karpinsky,
Philadelphia, PA USA 12-year-old Aiden
struggles to come to terms that the ordinary
life he once had is lost after his family loses
their home. SAT/2:15PM/YR

Time Out with Yes Please! (6m) Kholi
Hicks, Los Angeles, CA USA Time Out is a
series of comedic vignettes based on semitrue events, otherwise known as Yes Please
Comedy. From regretfully bad hook-ups to a
Wikipedia page dedicated to Teresa's feet,
everything you're about to see kind of
actually happened. SAT/7:15PM/YR

Unfinished Film, An - For My Daughter
Somayeh (90m) Morteza Payeshenas, Iran
Covering the ongoing struggles of the
Mohammadi family with respect to the
repatriation of their daughter back to
Canada. Told through the eyes of the father,
who was himself a faithful supporter of
ÔMojahedin_e KhalqÕ (an Iranian political
opposition group) for more than 30 years
and had encouraged his daughter to join
the cause and attend a training camp
located in Iraq. SUN/1:30PM/YR

Toilet Adventures (15m) Bill Callahan,
Manchester, UK/Singapore For many, Unsaid (9m) Alan Aranha, Bangalore,
confronting a squat toilet for the first time is Karnataka India Forsaken by family and
a shock. FRI/2:15PM/BR
ignored by medical staff, an old man finds
himself helplessly alone in a hospital room.
His fellow companions, a television set, a
call bell and a water bottle, play witnesses
to an ordeal that reveals a bigger picture.
FRI/7:15PM/GR
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Unwonted Sasquatch, The (63m) Darcy
Weir, Vancouver, BC Canada A thorough
exploration of historical accounts and a data
backed scientific approach to the existence
of the Sasquatch. A journey for truth and
education. FRI/2PM/RR

Wind In Our Hair, The (20m) Jennifer
Hardacker, Forest Grove, OR USA
Celebrating the way bicycling can bring joy,
increase self-confidence, and boost an
overall sense of well being. The film
presents the personal experiences of 5
women that represent various ages, riding
abilities, and backgrounds. FRI/4:30PM/GR

Upstairs (22m) Joseph Spadaro, Turin,
Piemonte, Italy Four friends in their 20s live
and study in a wonderful sea-side town Wired Monkeys (4m) Johnny Winningham,
Vancouver, WA USA A music video and
looking out to the ocean. SAT/2:30PM/GR
metaphorical tale of man breaking the cycle
of a robotic existence in an effort to be more
than just a ghost in the machine. Music by
Lincoln's Beard. SAT/7:15PM/YR

We Make Movies (112m) Matt Tory,
Sacramento, CA USA Hilarious and
heartfelt look behind the scenes as a group
of college kids spend their summer making
a movie for their town's Film Festival.
Cameras chronicle the tumultuous ups and
downs as an egotistical student Director
rounds up his friends (and some
bystanders) to help make his masterpiece:
a movie that blends together all the greatest
films ever made. SAT/2PM/RR

Women Outward Bound (64m) Maxine
Davis, Minneapolis, MN USA 50yrs ago,
girls weren’t allowed to participate in the US
Outward Bound wilderness school until 24
women broke that barrier. Learn how one
month of surviving in the woods changed
history forever. FRI/4:30PM/GR

You See Me (72m) Linda J. Brown, Long
Beach, CA USA Filmmaker LindaXÕs father
embodied 1960s masculinity. But when a
devastating stroke leaves him vulnerable
and dependent, she decides to confront the
silence surrounding his troubled and violent
past. Drawing on home movies, family
photos and interviews, she reveals secrets,
uncovers lies, and discovers a redeeming
treasure in a lost family video. The result is
an engrossing journey about the danger of
carrying unresolved grief to our graves.
SAT/4PM/RR

Youth Pastor Kevin - Missionary Speed
Dating (4m) Kerri Fernsworth, Los Angeles,
CA USA YPK takes the Gospel to a speed
dating event. SAT/7:15PM/YR

OFFICIAL SCREENPLAY SELECTIONS
LIVE READ SCREENPLAY WORKSHOPS LISTED WITH DAY/TIME/VENUE
Anbar, by Nathan Oraker, San Diego, CA USA In 2007, Cade, an immature Navy SEAL
operator on his first deployment to Iraq clashes with Mike, his Platoon Chief as they are
tasked with finding the leader of a group of Al Qaida operatives who heinously executed
two Marine snipers and displayed the disfigured bodies as trophies. At stake is the mission,
the lives of their fellow soldiers, and what it means to be a man. SAT/12:15PM/BR
Glitch, by Andrew Jordan, USA When Katie comes out to her family as gay, her mother
tells her: you're not gay, honey, you're a robot - and this is a glitch, which can be fixed.
Invasions, by Andrew Sarcone, West Palm Beach, FL USA A group of individuals are
committing gruesome home invasions in New Jersey. The local police are at a dead end
when they contact the FBI's Behavioral Sciences Unit for help. The assigned FBI agent
believes the police are dealing with suspects that have done this before and have done so
for many years, all possibly being led by a man the agent believes he had tracked a
decade earlier.
Moonbody, by Mari Walker, Los Angeles, CA USA Astronaut Derek Moonbody's dream of
going to the moon is thwarted by his werewolf heritage. FRI/9:30PM/YR
Stay Until You're Dead, by Ri Versteegh When Katie comes out to her family as gay, her
mother tells her: you're not gay, honey, you're a robot - and this is a glitch, which can be
fixed. FRI/1:30PM/YR
Why is this Night Different, by Marvin Kaplan On the first night of Passover, a homeless
stranger mistakenly enters a Brentwood mansion and discovers he's supposed to be a
hitman the eldest son has hired to kill his parents.
Write Man For Her, The, by Christie Walker Bos, Big Bear, CA USA An aspiring romance
novelist taking online classes falls in love with her professor, who hides a secret that may
doom their relationship from the start. SAT/2:15PM/BR

